The mammalian genome is shaped by the expansion of repetitive elements and its folding is governed by epigenetic modifications and architectural proteins. However, the precise way all these factors interact to coordinate genome structure and expression is poorly understood. Here we report that upon serum starvation TFIIIC, a general transcription factor, binds a subset of Alu elements close to cell cycle genes and rewires genome topology via direct histone acetylation and promoter-anchored chromatin loops to distant genes. These changes ensure basal transcription of crucial cell cycle genes and their re-activation upon serum re-exposure. Our study unveils a novel function of TFIIIC on gene expression and genome folding achieved through casting direct manipulation of the epigenetic state of Alu elements to adjust 3D genome function.
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TFIIIC, Alu elements, repetitive elements, H3K18ac, histone acetylation, breast cancer, CTCF, Hi-C, 3D genome structure, Pol II, Pol III, cell cycle, ADPN, serum starvation Transcriptional regulation is crucial for the organization and coordination of cellular functions during rapid changes in environmental conditions (1). In the last decade, it has become clear that 3D folding of the eukaryotic genome is an important regulatory element in transcriptional control (2) . Changes in genome organization result from the combined action of specific transcription factors (TFs), architectural proteins, such as CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) and Cohesins, together with DNA/chromatin elements (2) . In this context, the expansion of several families of transposable elements (TE) has provided new regulatory network for coordinated control of gene expression (3) and enabled more sophisticated avenues for genome organization (4, 5) . Short Interspersed Elements (SINEs), in particular Alu elements (AEs), represent the largest fraction of TE which have also evolved proto-enhancers function in the human genome (6) . AEs are transcribed by RNA polymerase (Pol) III, a nutrient-sensing machinery (7) that is recruited to chromatin by TFIIIC and TFIIIB and also transcribes tRNA and other small noncoding RNA genes (8) . Besides its known function in Pol III transcription, TFIIIC plays other roles in the nucleus, in particular as an architectural protein of the yeast genome (9) . However, how TFIIIC participates in 3D organization of the mammalian genome remains elusive. We explore this question in the context of serum starvation (SS), a method widely used to synchronize cultured cells (10) . Noteworthy, overcoming SS and reduced nutrient availability is an essential process for the survival of malignant cells in solid tumors (11) .
Given the importance of Pol III in the response to stress (12) , we assessed the genome occupancy of TFIIIC in T47D breast cancer cells growing in normal condition (+S) and after 16 h of SS (-S) (fig. S1A), which did not alter significantly the cell cycle profile (fig. S1B, χ 2 test = 0.09). Surprisingly, SS induced a large number of new TFIIIC binding sites, passing from 388 to 3262 (Fig. 1A ), but did not change occupancy by another insulator protein, CTCF (Fig. 1B) . In normal growth conditions only ~30% (140) of the total TFIIIC peaks were located over AEs, while after SS this value increased to 89% (3096) ( S1E ). We named these sites TAPs (TFIIIC-associated Pol II promoters) (Fig. 1E ).
In contrast to the tRNA genes, other components of the Pol III machinery were not enriched at the TFIIIC-bound AEs (Fig. S1F) . Notably, the TFIIIC enrichment at AEs close to TAPs was not simply reflecting a higher AE density, since AE's density was higher at Pol II TSS devoided of TFIIIC than at TAPs (Fig. S1G ).
Increased AEs occupancy by TFIIIC was also observed in other normal and cancer cell lines subjected to SS, such as the glioblastoma cell line T98G, the normal lung fibroblasts IMR90 and normal breast MCF10A cells ( fig. S2A ), which also exhibited the increase in TAPs ( Fig. 1F and   S2B ). Occupancy of AEs by TFIIIC in T47D cells was reversed after just 30 min of serum re-addiction, indicating a rapidly reversible process and ruling out a cell-cycle direct role ( Fig. 1G and S2C). Thus, in response to SS TFIIIC is reversibly recruited to AEs close to the Pol II promoters of a subset of cell cycle-related genes.
To explore how TFIIIC is selectively recruited to the TAPs we affinity-purified chromatinassociated TFIIIC with an antibody against the second largest subunit (GTF3C2), followed by identification of the associated proteins by mass spectrometry. All six subunits of TFIIIC were identified as positive interactors ( Fig. 2A , Table S1 ), validating the approach. Interestingly, all subunits of the recently characterized ChAHP complex (15) were also identified, with two of which, the chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 4 (CHD4) and the activity-dependent neuroprotector homeobox (ADNP), appearing as top TFIIIC interactors ( Fig. 2A , Table S1 ).
Furthermore, we demonstrated that human ADNP directly interacts with TFIIIC in vitro, using recombinant complexes produced in insect cells ( fig. S3A ). ADNP is an ubiquitously expressed TF with roles in the transcription of genes essential for embryogenesis (15) . Re-analysis of the published ADNP ChIP-seq data from mESCs (15) showed that ADNP is mostly associated (95%)
with REs ( fig. S3B ). In addition, motif enrichment analysis for ADNP binding in mESCs identified the B-box sequence as the second most represented motif (15) . Therefore, ADNP could be a strong candidate in helping TFIIIC selective recruitment to the AEs. To test this, we analyzed ADNP ChIP-seq data from human cells (16) and found that ADNP is strongly enriched at many TFIIIC-bound AEs ( fig. S3C ). TAPs were also significantly enriched for ADNP occupancy compared to a random control set of promoters (Fig. 2B ). Depleting ADNP in T47D cells (fig, S3 , D and E) decreased more than 50% TFIIIC occupancy at AEs (Fig. 2 , C and D) and at TAPs ( Fig. 2D and S3F ). These data support that ADNP promotes recruitment of TFIIIC to AEs.
As the human TFIIIC complex relieves chromatin-mediated repression (17), we asked whether its binding to AEs upon SS was mirrored by an increase in chromatin accessibility. Indeed ATACseq data indicated that TFIIIC-bound AEs were more accessible upon SS (Fig. 2E) . Searching for the underlying molecular mechanism, we considered increased histone acetylation given that three TFIIIC subunits possess intrinsic histone acetyl transferase (HAT) activity (17, 18) and that TFIIIC interacts with the HAT p300/CREB-binding protein (CBP) (19). The TFIIIC-bound AEs were positive for two histone acetylation marks, H3K18ac and H3K27ac ( Fig. 2F; fig. S4 , B and C), but upon SS no changes in H3K27ac were observed at TFIIIC-bound AEs ( fig. S4D ), whereas
H3K18ac markedly increased at TFIIIC-AEs and at TAPs, but not at tRNAs ( S4A ). In fact, around 78% of the TFIIIC-bound AEs and 70% of AEs at TAPs were found significantly acetylated at H3K18 upon SS ( Fig. 2I and S4E) . Surprisingly, even though H3K18ac
and H3K27ac are markers of p300/CBP function in vivo (20, 21), low levels of p300 were observed at these loci both in T47D as well as T98G cells and these levels decreased upon SS ( Fig. 2H and S4F ).
We reasoned that the HAT activity of TFIIIC could be responsible for the H3K18ac increase over TFIIIC-bound AEs upon SS. Indeed, the catalytic domain of its largest subunit (GTF3C1) robustly acetylates H3K18 in vitro and in HepG2 cells (22), and this TFIIIC subunit is enriched in TFIIIC-bound AEs in T47D cells upon SS ( fig. S4G ). Therefore, we used siRNAs against GTF3C1-mRNA to reduced its protein levels ( Fig. 2J ) and found a dramatic reduction in total levels of H3K18ac in the depleted cells ( Fig. 2K and S4H To explore the role of TFIIIC on the formation of the intra-TADs loops during SS, we analyzed the Hi-C interactions of TFIIIC-occupied sites with genes whose expression was affected by TFIIIC depletion. We found that TFIIIC binding was significantly enriched in TADs containing TAGs compared to those containing TRGs (Fig. 3D ), suggesting that TFIIIC-bound AEs could act as rescue modules to prevent drastic repression of TAGs upon SS. In agreement with this, we found that during SS more than 30% (193) of the TAGs contacted an AE bound by TFIIIC and named this subset TGAPs, representing the set of genes that can be co-regulated by local and by long-range interactions with a TFIIIC-bound AE (Fig. 3E) . We predicted that TGAPs should also be differentially expressed between normal and serum-deprived conditions. Indeed, the vast majority (~70%) of these genes corresponded to cell cycle-related genes downregulated by SS, which further lowered their expression upon TFIIIC depletion (Fig. 3F ). These results suggest that during SS TFIIIC is required to sustain basal transcription levels of a subset of genes with cell cycle functions.
We then asked how TFIIIC could promote chromatin looping. CTCF is enriched at promoter regions (26), and has been shown to interact with TFIIIC (27). Notably, CTCF occupancy at TGAPs was significantly higher compared to a random set of promoters of the same size ( fig.   S6 , A and B). Co-immunoprecipitation experiments showed a marked increase of TFIIIC interaction with CTCF-containing complexes upon SS (Fig. 3G) , which was not due to changes in total TFIIIC protein levels ( fig. S6C ). The increased interaction between the two insulators upon SS, was also reflected by the Hi-C data with significantly higher level of intra-TAD contacts between the two factors ( Fig. 3H) , supporting a role of CTCF in facilitating TFIIIC-mediated looping upon SS.
The data so far suggest that TFIIIC depletion should decrease the frequency of interactions upon SS. Indeed, we found that the overall intra-TAD contacts were reduced in siGTF3C5 treated cells compared to the siCTRL treatment (Fig. 4, A and B) . Moreover, Hi-C contact counts were also increased upon TFIIIC depletion at the PLIN4/5 locus (Fig. 4C) , resembling the situation observed in the presence of serum (Fig. 3B) . It is tempting to speculate that TFIIIC fulfills this role by directly increasing H3K18ac at AEs, and thereby creating an acetylated "transcriptionfavorable" environment for the target genes, perhaps promoting the spreading of the acetylated mark at distal regions. If so, H3K18ac should also increase at promoters of distant interacting genes upon SS. In support of this proposal, we found that almost 70% of the TGAPs exhibited increase H3K18ac upon SS ( Figure 4D ). We indeed found that SS caused a drastic change in the overall profile of H3K18ac (but not H3K27ac) at promoter regions. A larger fraction of promoters showed H3K18ac more evenly distributed along a broader region both up-and down-stream of the TSS ( Fig. 4E and fig. S6D ). All together these data allow us to link TFIIIC to changes in genome topology and epigenetic marks to maintain mRNA steady state levels of its cell cycle-regulated target genes in response to SS.
One possible outcome of the scenario we proposed is that TFIIIC is also necessary to enable TAGs ( To show that the AEs are needed for this role of TFIIIC, we used CRISPR-Cas9 technology (28) to delete the AE bound by TFIIIC between the PLIN4/5 and UHRF1 loci ( 
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